The'Art" of Chic
by Carter Ratcliff

T

he scene is the dining room
of Andy Warhol's Factory, with
its turn-of-the-century panehng
and its view of raffish, hustler-ridden
Union Square in New York City.
There is a moose head on the wall and
a senator at the dining table—Senator
Cranston of California, to be precise.
He would like Andy to design an edition of prints, the proceeds from
which would be a great help in the
1982 campaign. Sure, says Warhol,
no less amiable and low-keyed than
the senator himself, and perhaps even
more confident of his place in the
scheme of things.
What, asks the senator's young
finance chairman, will Andy put on
the benefit print? The old Warhol
vagueness surfaces. Maybe some
symbol. Not a face. Faces on political
posters have definitely been done. Of
course, says Bob Colacello, the righthand man who runs Andy Warhol's
Interview magazine; this will, strictly
speaking, be a limited edition of
prints, complete with Warhol's signature. This will not be a run of posters.
Right, nods the finance chairman.
The number of images that goes out of
the Factory every year has to be kept
under strict control, says Colacello.
Right.
Ever since the time of the Medicis,
art and money have had a magnetic
effect on each other. This is no secret,
though Warhol is almost alone among
his contemporaries in speaking of it
openly. In his most recent book,
POPism, Andy praises Emile de Antonio, an artists' agent in the Fifties,
who went on to become a documentary
filmmaker. According to Warhol,
"De" was the first "to see commercial
art as real art and real art as commercial
art, and he made the whole New York
art world see it that way."
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Ambitious collectors still crave
"revolutionary" painting and sculpture, but prices throughout the market
have risen so steeply that collectors
clamor for works by artists whose
prices are likely to stay high. The recent
million-dollar sale of Jasper Johns's
"Three Flags" to the Whitney Museum
is only the tip of the inflationary
iceberg. An artist with any critical
repute these days routinely asks at least
five figures for a single work.
The art of one's own time is a dicey
investment, at best. Some purchases
turn out to be jackpots—"Three Flags"
originally sold in 1959 for $915 (including delivery)—but most don't. The
majority of new paintings that sold for
around $1,000 in 1959 would be difficult
to give away now. Like many of the top
players on Wall Street, art buyers want
to minimize risk (and more and more of
the market is made up of corporate
buyers who aren't overly confident in
matters of aesthetic judgment). Art
investors are interested in "blue-chip"
items, the value of which can be relied
upon not to collapse with changing
tastes. And by chance or design, the
careers of blue-chip revolutionaries—
artists such as Warhol, Johns, Stella—
have conformed to the market's hopes.
All these artists came into the spotlight with the discovery of a new,
ground-breaking, eminently salable
style—as shown in the chart on the
following page. Before their moment of
entry, these artists hardly ranked as
faces in the crowd. Floundering, they
experimented with a variety of styles
before hitting it Right. And Big. Jasper
Johns made precious, Europeanflavored collages before he came up
with hisfirstmajor works, including the
Flags and the Targets. Roy Lichtenstein's Pop paintings were preceded by
three years' worth of Abstract Expres-

sionist canvases that seem to have disappeared off the face of the earth.
Before he became a major Minimalist,
Robert Morris was a minor follower of
Jasper Johns.
With recognition comes an extreme
reluctance to deviate in any significant
measure from the style that first
brought fame and fortune. In this
respect, today's blue-chip revolutionaries differ from their modernist
predecessors—artists such as Picasso,
Kandinsky, Max Ernst, arguably Pollock and de Kooning—who altered
their styles, sometimes radically, after
winning critical acceptance.
Basic themes are updated for each
new exhibition, much as General
Motors comes out with a new look
every year. Frank Stella's shaped canvases went from stark to baroque in the
course of the Sixties. Then, in the next
decade, his paintings began to reach out
from the wall, until now they are more
like relief sculptures than paintings.
Warhol's changes show mostly in subject matter—from Marilyn to Mao to
his recent society portraits. Carl Andre
spent the Seventies moving his metal
plates out of their square formations
into triangles, L-shapes, and so on. And
occasionally he substitutes boulders
and wooden columns for metal plates.
More than financial pressure keeps
these artists in line. Arrival on the bluechip list is invariably accompanied by a
critical chorus—gallery owners, critics,
collectors—proclaiming their favorite
son's "historical inevitability." According to the conventional wisdom, the
whole history of European painting
since Raphael has been aiming
toward—indeed has found its culmination in—Johns, Stella, Rauschenberg.
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Andy Warhol, blue-chip revolutionary
in excelsis, in his distinctive dining room.
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The Blue' Chip Dozen
ARTIST

MOMENTOF
ENTRY/
ENTRY STYLE

Jasper
Johns

CELEBRITY
COLLECTORS

CHEERING PRICE OF
SECTION
ADMISSION*

Jewish Museum/
1956/
Leo Castelli
cool de Kooning Whitney

Philip Johnson/
The Burton M.
Tremaines

Alan R.
Solomon

$150,000

Jewish Museum/
Museum of
Castelli/
Modern Art
Sonnabend

TheTremaines/
The Robert R.
Sculls

Solomon

$150,000

The Robert B.
Meyers/Roy R.
Neuberger

Barbara
Rose

$50,000

GUARDIAN
MUSEUM

Robert
1956/
Rauschenberg collage shock

LEAD
GALLERY

Helen
Frankenthaler

1957/
Impressionism
without
impressions

Whitney

Andre
Emmerich

John
Chamberlain

1959/
3-D de Kooning

Guggenheim

Castelli

The Sculls/
TheTremaines

Diane
Waldman

$60,000

Ellsworth
Kelly

1959/
Empty elegance

MOMA

Castelli

The Robert Rowans/
The Morton J.
Hornicks

E.G.
Goosen

$60,000

Frank
Stella

1959/
pre-Pop
deadpan

MOMA

Castelli/
Blum Helman

The Sculls/Johnson
Eugene Schwartz/
William
Carter Burden
Rubin

$60,000

Andy
Warhol

1961/
the brand-name
image

Whitney

Castelli

The Sculls/
TheTremaines/
Johnson

Himself

$60,000

Roy
Lichtenstein

1961/
the comic book
image

Guggenheim

Castelli

Johnson/
TheTremaines

D. Waldman

$100,000

Claes
Oldenburg

1962/
squeezable
sculpture

Castelli

TheTremaines/
The Sculls/
Johnson

B. Rose

$100,000

Kenneth
Noland

1963/
awning art

Guggenheim

Emmerich

Schwartz/
Burden

Clement
Greenberg/
Michael Fried $30,000

Robert
Morris

1964/
building-block
art

Whitney

Sonnabend
Castelli/

Johnson/
The Sculls/
Giuseppe Panza

Himself

Carl
Andre

1964/
SoHo squares

Guggenheim

MOMA

That's quite a responsibility. Little
things like self-expression pale before
something so monumental. And if the
work is inevitable, it must be immuta
ble, too. The Impressionists at least had
the advantage of being dead before the
cognoscenti discovered their historical
inevitability, an honor that most critics
of the time reserved for the official art of
the salons. From his consistent repre
sentation on the chart, it seems Leo
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$100,000

Paula Cooper/ Heiner Frederich/
Susan Caldwell Panza
D. Waldman $200,000
'Approximate price tor a recent, large-scale work.

Castelli must have an advance-warning
system tuned to the vagaries of history.
At 73, Castelli'selegant, savvy presence
continues to dominate the upper
levels of the New York art world.
Dealers, celebrity collectors, and
cheering critics fuel an artist's ascent,
but they don't enjoy the power to affix
the blue-chip stamptoan artist's career.
A major New York museum must give
the nod. Willem de Kooning didnt

have his first one-man show in a gallery
until he was over 40 years old. On the
other hand, Jasper Johns's first retro
spective, put on by the Jewish Museum
in 1964, came when the artist was 34.
No one makes the blue-chip list without
at least one premature retrospective—
Johns, Rauschenberg, and Andy War
hol have each had two.
It is the curators of the Jewish
Museum (before 1972-73), the Whit-
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1 Jasper Johns, "Flag" (1958). 2 Robert Rauschenberg, "Double Feature"
(1959). 3 Helen Frankenhaler "Winter Hunt" (1958). 4 John Chamberlain,
"Dolores James" (1962). 5 Ellsworth Kelly, "Yellow/Red Curve II" (1973)
6 Frank Stella, "RAQQAII" (1970). 7 Andy Warhol, "Brillo" (1964). 8 Roy
Lichtenstein, "No Thank You" (1964). 9 Claes Oldenburg, "Pile of Typewriter
Erasers" (1970-75). 10 Kenneth Noland, "It's Mine" (1969). 11 Robert Morris,
"Columns" (1961 -73). 12Carl Andret"Equivalent I" (1966, remade 1969).

ney, the Guggenheim, and the Modern
who turn market-level wisdom into the
judgment of history writ large. It is they
who crank, lever, and winch the tentative opinions of critics up to those lofty
heights where one speaks of singlehanded artistic achievement, of historical inevitability, of bodies of work that
have shown themselves to be crucial to
an understanding of the art—nay, the
culture—of our times. Once that sort of
SRApril1981

thing starts to be said under the imprimatur of a New York museum, an
artist's market is assured. Only he can
disrupt it.
And that happens. Throughout the
Seventies, the blue-chip list got steadily
smaller, for the most part because candidates for inclusion changed their
styles too quickly or not quickly
enough. John Chamberlain has consistently refused to play safe with the

blue-chip status his crumpled-metal
sculptures brought him in the late Fifties. For nearly two decades, he has
followed his own—not the market's—
urges in a variety of directions, from
spray paintings on metal to foamrubber furniture. Recently he returned
to his "entry style," pushed it toward
monumentality, and now his career is
back on track.
If an artist moves too slowly, his
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work no longer looks aesthetically
adventurous. His revolutionary aura
dims. This happened to Larry Poons,
who was a solid young blue-chip contender in the early Seventies. Then his
art got stuck in the theoretical mire that
surrounds color-field painting. Poons's
art hasn't changed much lately, except
insofar as the incoherent build-up of
color on his canvases has gotten more
and more bilious over the seasons. He is
invisible in blue-chip circles, which are
merciless. It might be possible for him
to eke out a career as an historically
inevitable figure in Boston or Houston
or Denver—Poons and other secondstring color-field painters seem to be
managing that—but New York, the
center of the art market, simply doesn't
focus on an artist who fails to come up
with a new look every other year or so.
If aesthetic experiment is to be a
commodity, its production must be
carefully controlled. This is attended to
by the interlocking mechanism of
museums and curators, dealers and
critics, art magazines, and, of course,
artists. If too many diamonds were to
come onto the market all at once, the
value of every carat would plummet.
Likewise, the blue-chip regions of the
art world prevent the official, museumcertified view of art history from getting
cluttered. If that view were allowed to
become too full, too responsive to the
staggering variety of recent American
art, it would become obvious that no
one artist bears very much historical
significance on his own shoulders. So
the blue-chip marketing system hums
along, an increasingly complex mechanism, reducing art history to an exceedingly simple pattern. The list of
blue-chip artists has a built-in tendency
to get shorter by the decade.
An artist gets on it by "solving" some
crucial aesthetic "problem." Jasper
Johns made the list in the mid-Fifties by
bringing the spew of Abstract Expressionist paint under control. By then, the
first generation of the New York
School had made its international
splash. American art was marching
onward and upward—and yet there
was a difficulty. All the smeared,
dripped, and spattered paint of Willem
de Kooning, Franz Kline, and Jackson
Pollock was exceedingly hard to interpret. What were all these Expressionists expressing? The question was
further complicated by the milling
crowd of second-generation, paint
splashers. Then Jasper Johns made his
historically inevitable entrance.
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He channeled the volcanic rivers of
New York School pigment into simple
patterns: the concentric rings of the
Targets, the stripes of the Flags. Johns
happens to be a major artist, a worldclass figure capable of aesthetic risks
just as dangerous as any taken by Pollock, Picasso, or Cezanne. But for that
segment of the New York art world on

swing away from Abstract Expressionist heat to a new coolness.
While Jasper Johns was teaching
Abstract Expressionism how to behave, Robert Rauschenberg performed a somewhat different s6rvice.
Instead of calming the furor, he
turned it into public spectacle. His
combine paintings, with their lapel-

Artists picked by gallery-owner Leo Castelli frequently become ultra fashionable
& ARNOLD NEWMAN

the lookout for safe bets, he became the
Emily Post who taught Abstract
Expressionism how to behave. This
was most appreciated in those culturally ambitious circles whose highly visible eminence grise is Philip Johnson.
Johnson made significant early purchases of Johns's work. Other tastemaking collectors followed: the Burton
Tremaines, the Ben Hellers, Mrs. John
D. Rockefeller. By the end of the Fifties, critics had begun to single Johns
out for special attention. With very few
exceptions, their terms of praise tended
in those years to be vague—lots of
assurances that Johns was showing
himself to be a pivotal figure in the
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grabbing, never-say-die wit, drag
first-generation anguish out of the
shadows of the soul into the glare of
an art-historical circus. Yet, for all its
clamor, Rauschenberg's is always an
elegant circus.
Indeed, no artist makes the preferred list without a command of elegant form. At first glance, John
Chamberlain's crushed auto body
sculptures look like junk. To the
second glance of the initiated eye, they
look like Willem de Kooning's paint
spew in three dimensions—static,
serene, and monumental.
Ellsworth Kelly has blue-chip status because his dealer, his collectors,
SR April 1981

and all the writers who have ever
backed him can depend on his ability
to find, year in and year out, some
new, imperturbable revision of the
monochrome field—that ultimate
image which made its New York
debut in Barnett Newman's work of
the late Forties. Working with one
panel or many, on canvas, sheets of
painted steel, orfinelypolished wood,
Kelly produces elegance as reliably as
the New York Times produces facts.
This, in the eyes of true believers, must
be history.
Helen Frankenthaler redid the
often grubby palette of Abstract
Expressionism in sparkling pastels,
thus guiding the canvas toward a
Holy Grail dubbed "pure opticality"
by sympathetic critics. Since those
same critics, as well as their soulmates among curators, claimed "pure
opticality" as the final goal of painting, Frankenthaler'sartwasgranteda
magical significance. Tagged a colorfield painter, she dragged a number of
artists along in her wake, one or two of
whom still cling to blue-chip status—
including Kenneth Noland.
Minimalists offered a comparable
millennium—the revelation of sculpture's true nature—and that is how
Carl Andre and Robert Morris built
up enough historical inevitability to
make the list. And the Pop artists
showed how the big scale and enveloping images of Pollock, Newman, and otherfatherfigures could be
adjusted to admit signs of ordinary
life, from comic strips and soup cans
to dollar bills. Then there's Frank
Stella. For over 20 years he has stayed
on top, reliably producing novelty.
He has played the game with such flair
that the game itself has become the
subject of his art.
Among this elite, only Carl Andre
slowed his style changes to a near-halt
during the Seventies and yet still
managed to hold on to his blue-chip
status. During the same period,
however, he put his personal image
through more than enough public
changes to make up the difference.
Andre is alone in having shifted the
focus from revolutionary object to
revolutionary self.

W

arhol is the quintessential
member of the blue-chip list.
He is a number of otherthings
as well. He has more hats than the
average circus family has heads, and it
is with the greatest of ease that he flies
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through the air from role to role. A
history-book artist on one hand, he is
a steady producer of hot new images
on the other. (Warhol's latest paintings are encrusted with a layer of
industrial diamonds.) Warhol is a
fad-and-fashion arbiter for a rather
shadowy social set and, in the full
glare of the gossip columns and the
happy-talk segments of the news, he is
a celebrity among celebrities. Almost
incidentally, he is one of our most
disquieting artists. But that is not
what put Warhol on the blue-chip list
nor what keeps him there.
His career demonstrates more
clearly than any other the workings of
the blue-chip mechanism—a shocking new style to vault him onto the
map, Philip Johnson's attention,
critical follow-up, then an early
retrospective justified by high-flying

The New York art market
demands a new look—but
not too new—every
other year or so.
curatorial claims. And Warhol makes
it unmistakably clear that the artist
himself must be the master at the
control panel of the machine. No
dealer, critic, or curator can tell an
artist how to change his style or at
what speed he ought to make the
change. Some of our more arrogant
critics have tried, and the careers of
the painters who took their advice—
such as Poons, Bannard, and other
second-string color-field painters—
have failed. Only the blue-chip artist
himself knows just the right mix of
caution and audacity needed to keep his
style afloat. That knowledge cannot be
worked up from a chart of market
variables. It comes in the form of
excruciatingly delicate intuitions, of
which Warhol has always had so many
that he can afford to take an offhand
attitude toward his career.
When Warhol's Portraits of the
'70s opened at the Whitney late in
1979, a television interviewer was on
hand to ask him for a response to
some experts' allegations that his art
is not, in the light of the ages, really
first-rate. Under the beady eye of the
mini-cam, Warhol responded, "The
experts are probably right." A bluechip Pop artist need care only about

other major players in the blue-chip
game. He doesn't even have to pay
attention to all of them—especially
not those on the Minimalist and
color-field teams. So long as his
standing as an historical figure, a
founding father of Pop Art, is
respected, Warhol will rank among
the blue-chip revolutionaries. And his
art will be good business.
How long will it keep working for
Warhol? One hears over and over
(and, of course, off the record) that
blue-chip dealers must regularly step
in to buttress prices when their stars'
work comes up for auction. If the
blue-chip mechanism worked at 100
percent efficiency, this wouldn't be
required. Hence the need for such
confidence-boosters as the milliondollar sale of Johns's Three Flags.
Andy Warhol admits that he hears
about price protection all the time,
but adds that he never sees anyone—
dealer or collector—making the effort on his behalf. "I usually feel
disappointed the morning after an
auction," he says.
It is hard to imagine Warhol losing
his touch—or that Johns, Rauschenberg, or Lichtenstein will lose theirs.
After all, they and a few others
invented the blue-chip artist's role.
Without them to keep improvising
from season to season, the role might
collapse. With it would go the high
end of the contemporary-art market.
Too many aesthetic power brokers
have a stake in preventing that particular disaster to make it a hkely
occurrence.
Nonetheless, the flood of new art,
artists, and art institutions that got
underway in the late Sixties is still
raging full-force. Eventually it could
result in a situation so chaotic—
"pluralistic" is the art-world tag—
that even the most sophisticated
maneuvering would not sustain the
image of the blue-chip artist. Or that
image might well be handed on to
those artists who form a second rank
of "historically inevitable" presences—including such artists as Brice
Marden, Robert Ryman, and Mark de
Suvero.
So the outlook for the foreseeable
future is this: Marginal Minimalists
and color-field painters will slip off
the list; they will be replaced by
slightly fresher "revolutionaries"; and
the machine will spin on producing a
version of historical truth that is, first
and foremost, profitable.
•
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This is one ofour home states: California

Californians
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In Maine, the sound of the sea is bred in the bone; in
New Hampshire, the silence of the mountains. Kansans live
intimately with sun and rain, and Arizonans with the desert.
The Californian feels the elemental tug of all these—the
vast Pacific, High Sierra, sun-drenched valleys and sun-baked
deserts—and it makes him different. From the fishermen off
the Pacific coast to the backpacking family in Yosemite to the
bridge painters high over the Golden Gate, Californians live,
work and play in ways as diverse as their state.
But they are all alike in one way: they are all innovators.
They had to be, from the beginning. California has a
magnificent coast but not enough harbors—so they built the
largest man-made harbor in the world. It's a land of rich soil
but without enough water—so Californians constructed one
of the world's most extensive irrigation systems.
Californians innovate in nearly everything from fads and
fashions to new lifestyles—and often the rest of us follow their
lead. They were, among other things, the first to make our
famous Marlboro brand the Number One selling cigarette,
two years before the rest of the world.
But what delights Californians most is finding better ways
to live with nature. The lemon groves of our Ventura Coastal
Coφoration, for instance—which supply the refreshing flavor
of our 7UP—grow on hillsides so steep that they were, to all
but Californians, "unplantable." Similarly under-used hillsides
now provide golf courses and homesites for our prize-winning
community at Mission Viejo. At San Francisco, our Milprint
plant creates innovative packaging to protect California's food
products. And at our spanking new brewery at Irwindale, our
Miller Brewing Company recycles tons of valuable aluminum
cans—at a social and economic profit to all Californians.
California's natural riches may well have made it the
"Golden State" even before the first Indians arrived. But today's
California is golden because Californians make it golden.

Philip Morris Incorporated
Good people make good tfiings.
Makers of Marlboro, Benson & Hedges lOO's. Merit, Parliament Lights, Virginia Slims and Cambridge;
Miller High Life Beer. Lite Beer and L5wenbrau Special and Dark Special Beer:
7 UP and Diet 7 UP
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